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ROBERTS, Gr. Ejngr. 157 ( = I.G.A. 58),
A. 5—6.

Al OEKAMECE^Ei A
IPETT^ETo^EPI OlkATo^EME^

So reads the facsimile, in irregular letters.
The inscr. gives the regulations for returning
a deposit to the depositor, or his heirs. It
is to be handed over to the children, if he
is dead, when they irivrt Ferea r/fSwvTi. Then
the editors proceed:

at Se Ka fir/ y c i ^ T a ]
i 7TC[VT]€ [/£]T[C]O)V, iiTiSiKaTov rj/j.ev.

This I venture to think against proba-
bility. The changes are violent. I suggest

at Se Ka fir) yevrjTa-
i T e KV a , TS)V e j r i S i K d T a i v

If the bronze, which I have not seen, is
as clear as the facsimile, i-e/cva is not
probable : but it may not be so clear ; and at
least rtKva is more probable than the received
text, which involves a transposition, and
the insertion of two letters, while mine

needs only three small changes. The phrase
will mean, ' If there are no children, let the
property belong to the heirs at law' ;
oriStKijTos might mean those who had the
right i-TriSiKa^aOai, cp. TXYJTOS ' enduring,'
vvairros ' suspicious' and other examples of
an active -TOS (Brugm. Gr. ii. § 79).

The sense is far better in this way. Why
should the children not inherit, unless they
are born within five years ? This is nonsense.
What we want is ' if there are none,' or ' if
they are dead ' ; see the next part of the
inscr. Then ol oriSiKarot would answer
roughly to rot a(<r)o-to-ra Troflwces in B. 9.

W. H. D. ROUSE.
* **

'Adrjvaluiv IIoAiTCia.
Note on xv. line 30 (Kenyon's 3rd edit.).

To get rid of the awkwardness of the
change of construction involved in Mr.
Kenyon's supplement of the lacuna [«ai <us
ov XPv]> I would propose to read ov <f)do-K<ov
Setv, comparing infr. xlv. 5, ov <j>aaKwv hdv
avev SiKaaTrjpiov K.T.X.

G. E. UNDERIIILL.

ARCHAEOLOGY.
MONTHLY RECORD.

GREAT EUITAIN.
Hilcheslcr.—Mr. St. John Hope has announced a

most important and interesting discovery in the
excavations here, which are now in their third
season. Close to the south-east corner of the forum,
in the centre of the city and in the angle formed by
the intersection of two main streets, the foundations
of a small basilica have come to light, which from
its plan and arrangements appears to have been a
Homano-British Christian church. It stood east and
west, and consisted of a nave 29 by 10 ft. with apse
at the west end, two aisles, each 5 ft. wide, and
rudimentary transepts, each about 7 ft. square.
Across the east end was a narrow narthex, about 7
ft. deep. The total external length was 42 ft. The
central part is paved with coarse red tesserae, but in
front of the apse, in the centre of the chancel, is a
panel 5 ft. square of black and white chequer pattern
with a border of red and grey lozenges on white
ground. On this panel probably stood a wooden
altar. About 11 ft. east of the church, in the court
or atrium in which it stood, is the base of a platform
of tiles, 4 ft. square. On this probably stood the
fountain, and in front of it is a small pit lined with
flints, apparently for carrying off the water. No
signs of a baptistery have as yet been met with, but a
large well lined with wood has been opened out close
to the apse. The date of the building is possibly as
early as the middle, and probably not later than the
end, of the fourth century.1

WalUcnd.—A Eoman altar has been found in-a
field on the south-west side of this place, 3 ft. high
and 17 ins. wide; it is broken in two across the
centre of the inscription, and one horn is lost. A
square stone with moulded edges and a depression in
the centre, apparently for a column, and a circular
stone with the representation of a human face in the
centre, were also discovered. Thejnscription on the
altar is as follows : I.O.M | COH m i L[I]N | GONVM.
EQ | CVI ATTENDIT | IVI..H0N0E | ATVS > LEG II |
AVG | v-s-L'M. The fourth cohort of the Lingones
is here described as Equitata, sc. partly horse, partly
foot. The Nolitia places this cohort at Segedunum ;
this inscription therefore confirms the supposition
that Wallsend is the ancient Segedunum. The
formula <;vi ATTENDIT is new to Eoman epigraphy.2

Guidizzolo, Venetia. A fragment of a .stone slab
has been recently found here, which had been
used for mending a pavement and had been rudely
squared. On it are the remains of a Roman calendar,
including the last twelve days of November, the
last fourteen of December, and in a third column
the feasts of the second half of the year. Down the
sides of the columns are holes in which a peg .might
be fixed to mark any particular day. There is a
similar calendar in the Museum at Naples (Inscr.
Neap. 6747). It is very simple in form, and was
probably for the use of poor people ; there are no

Tivws, 10th June. ' Antiquary, June 1892.
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nundinal letters. The part remaining runs as
follows :

XIII
XII
xi

vim
VIII
VII
vi
v
mi
in
[PRID]

x[v]
XIIII
XIII
XII
XI
X
vim
VIII
VII
VI
mi
in
PRID

IU)VS[I]V[L
APOI,Ll[NAR

XKAVG
NEPTVN[AT,

IDIBVSAV[G
DIANA

XKSEPTEN
VOLKANALIA

IIIIDVSDEOEM
SEPTIMONTIvf.M

XVIKIANVAR
SATVItXALIA

XVKIA[X]VAU
EPONE3

Corneto.—Numerous discoveries have been made in
the necropolis of Tarquinia. In one tomb, two
bronze mirrors, of the type prevalent in the fifth
century B.C., and an ornament of a helmet with a
head of Acheloos (cf. Ann. dell' Inst. 1874, pi. K,
i). In another tomb, several painted Greek vases,
including three oinochoae with trefoiled mouths,
seven lekythi, some with friezes of animals, and two
Corinthian alabastra with figures of birds.4

Castel S. Angela, in the Sabine territory. On the
site of the ancient Aquae Cutiliae remains of baths
were discovered about a year ago, and additional
discoveries have recently been made on the same
spot. They consist of part of the wall of the
laeonicum with adjoining chamber, which three clay
flues connect with the hypocaust ; there are no
traces of a susptmsura. Also two chambers which
must be apodyteria, and numerous fragments of
bricks, slabs of marble, and tegulac inammntac.4

Tixoli.—In an oliveyard has been found a cippus
iugeralii belonging to the ancient Mareian aqueduct,
of travertine and rectangular in shape. I t ter-
minates in a projecting cornice, and is inscribed :
M-AR | IMP CAESAR | DIVI-F-AVGVST-EX.S-C | DCCCXVI
.p-cc-xf4

Pompeii —In the tablinum of a small house in
Regio v., instda 2 a, have been discovered two
painted medallions,, each 0 31 m. in diameter, let
into opposite walls. On the east wall is the bust of
a youth in a white toga, with a laurel-wreath on his
head ; at his left side is a roll painted white on which
is inscribed in black letters HOMERVS. The other
medallion represents a similar youth in a dark toga,
with a roll by his right shoulder, resembling the
other, and inscribed [SJAPHO, SC. Sappho. This is of
better execution than the last, but not so well pre-
served. The two youths probably represent Virgil
and Horace, the former of whom was very popular at
Pompeii. Sappho would stand in the same relation
to Horace that Homer did to Virgil.3

Home.-—Reg. viii. In demolishing a well in the
Campidoglio a marble statue of life size was found,
in three pieces, with parts of the legs and arms
missing. It represents Bacchus with long hair and a
wreath of ivy, and must have formed part of a group,
as on the back there are remains of the arm of
another figure with the hand placed on Bacchus' left
shoulder. Reg. x. The remains of a sumptuous
patrician house were excavated in 1888 in the Via
dei Cerchi, adjoining one end of the Circus Maximus;
but the plan and details are only now published for
the first time. The mural construction is good, and

8 Notizie dei Lined, January 1892.
4 Ibid. February 1892.

belongs to the epoch of Sevei'us. On the walls of
the triclinium are paintings in panels representing a
banquet; in the first panel is the tricliniarchus in a
girt tunic approaching the door to invite the guests
in ; he is followed by a series of slaves with napkins,
garlands, and capsac of unguents. Between the
panels are columns and female busts issuing from
flowers.4

In the Via Salaria, in the catacombs of Priscilla, a
gravestone has been found with the name of a
Christian, Epictesis, on the outside face ; the back
shows that it was originally a tabula lusoria. The
sepulchral inscription belongs to the fourth century ;
the other, which belongs to the third, runs as follows :
HOSTES VICTOS | ITALIA GAVDET [ [LUDl]TE ROMANI.
These tablets are always composed of thirty-six
letters arranged in three lines, each containing two
words, and generally express a sentence allusive to
the fortunes of the game. A tablet similar to the
above has been discovered in the catacombs of S.
Eucharius at Treves ; on the outside is the epitaph of
one Memorius, husband of Festa ; on the back is
inscribed : VIRTVS IMPERI | HOSTES VINCTI | LVDANT
ROMANI. Both inscriptions must belong to the third
century, and can therefore only refer to the victory
gained by Aurelian in B.C. 271 over the barbarians on
the banks of the Metaurus, near Fanum Fortunae
(cf. Bull. Arch. Crist. 1891 p. 33 ff.).5

Selinunte.—More detailed accounts have been given
of the three metopes recently discovered here. They
were carved in white tufa, and show considerable
traces of polychromy. The first one, 0'84 by 0"69
m., represents the rape of Europa ; the second, a
winged Sphinx with long hair ; this is 0 84 x 0'64 m.
in size. Both are in excellent preservation. The
reliefs on the third metope have been much injured,
and the projecting poitions erased; it represented
Herakles taming the Cretan bull. The background
of the first relief was red, as also the ears of the
bull; the eyeballs black, and marks of blue are
visible in its tail. The portions representing human
flesh were apparently not painted. The dimensions
show that all three belong to the same temple, their
height being the same, while the width varies with
the position ; they are of better design and finer
cut than those preserved at Palermo, and apparently
date about 600 B.C.6

GREECE.
Mycenae.—The excavation of the second largest

beehive-tomb has been proceeded with, and the
Sp6/ios is now almost cleared out, there being suffi-
cient remains of the entrance-facade to make a
restoration on paper possible. The entablature con-
sisted of a band decorated with circular disks (heads
of beams) and of a cornice with a spiral ornament.
The open triangle above the door was filled with
bands of pattern, the lowest showing an ornament
similar to the triglyph frieze ; above it are bands of
spiral ornament, all in red stone.7

H. B. WALTERS.

vavaaov.—In an inscription from Cos in the last
number of the Athenische Mtttheilungen there is an
unknown word, vavaaov. Topffer suggests there,
p. 417, that it means passage-money or freight;
vavaaov=vava6\ov = vavKov. As the things mentioned

6 Athenaeum, 4th June.
6 Athenaeum, 18th June.
7 Athenische Miltheilungen, 1892, Heft 1.
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next in the inscription are articles of food, &pros,
ofSe\ia,<riTos, it seems just possible that vavaaov may
mean ship-biscuit, &pros vavrucos, Lnciaii, dial, merct.
14. 2, panis nauticus, Pliny, xxii. 68.

CECIL TORR.

Momische Miltheilunyen. 1891. Part 3. Koine.
1 Studniczka publishes a fragment of a very early

terra-cotta relief representing a woman in an em-
broidered robe : woodcut. 2. Man comments on some
recent publications about Pompeii, especially those
about the Doric Temple in the so-called Triangular
Forum. 3. Petersen publishes a small bronze figure
of a youth, leaning slightly forwards with his hands
upon his knees, and formerly carrying another youth
upon his shoulders, apparently for some game at ball:
plate, with three views of the figure, and woodcut.
4. Six argues that a bust in the Museum at Naples
must represent Pyrrhus of Epirus : plate and cut,
giving front, back, and side views. 5. Milaui de-
scribes the result of some recent excavations at Verona,
dealing especially with a marble head which he
describes as a portrait of the elder Drusus : plate.

The same. 1891. Part 4.
1. Milani gives a further account of the excavations

at "Verona : three illustrations. 2. Hiilseu comments
on five Latin inscriptions from various sites. 3.
Gozza describes a small temple of early date, lately
found near Alatri: three woodcuts. 4. Petersen
continues his report on recent excavations in various
parts of Italy : one illustration. Petersen also gives
a short account of a statue of Apollo in marble,
found in the Tiber and now in the Thermae of
Diocletian : two plates. He suggests that it is a copy
of the Apollo by Pheidias in the Marathon group at
Delphi.

Athenische Mitlheilungen. 1891. Part 3. Athens.
5. Mayer publishes a lekythos found at Eretria and

now at Athens, with a painting (black figures on white
ground) which he interprets as Lamia tormented by
Satyrs; also publishing two similar lekythoi, at
Athens, to illustrate the technique of this : two plates
and three woodcuts. 6. Herrmann publishes a
marble head from Perinthos, lately added to the
Dresden Gallery : two plates. The head clearly is
copied from a bronze statue of an athlete. In style, he
thinks it stands nearer to Pythagoras of Rhegion than
to Myron. 7. Dbrpfeld points out that Penrose's
excavations have settled the reading in Vitruvius, iii.
1, huius item (hypacthri) exemplar Momac non est, scd
AtMnis octastylos et templo Olympio. As the
Olympeion is really octastyle—not decastyle, as
hitherto supposed—the et must be omitted, or re-
placed by in : so that Vitruvius is alluding to the
Olympeion alone, and not to the Parthenon and the
Temple of Zeus at Olympia. 1-4, 8-10, articles upon
inscriptions, thirty-eight in number, and all Greek.
Th. Mommsen comments on one from Apameia
Kibotos, relating to the adjustment of the Asiatic
year to the Julian year, and on one from Skap-
toparene in Thrace, dating from 238 A.D. and relating
to the billeting of visitors to a festival.

Tlie mine. 1891. Part 4.
1. Wolters publishes a large red-figured vase, lately

found at Athens : coloured plate and ten woodcuts.
He gives a list of thirty-four vases of the same type,
and adopts Milchhofer's view that this type represents
the AovrpiMpopos which was placed upon the grave as
a sign that the deceased was unmarried : cf. Dem. in
Leoch. 18. 2. Kontoleou publishes three inscriptions
from Cos. 3. Tb'pffer comments abundantly upon the
first of these—a portion of a degree prescribing the

sacrifices to be offered by various classes of persons to
Poseidon and the nymphs Rhodos and Cos. 4.
Wolters jiublishes an archaic marble relief, lately
found in Acarnania and now at Athens : plate. It
represents a man standing up and playing on the
lyre ; and appears to be funereal.

C. T.

Bevice ArcteologiqiLe. January—February, 1892.
Paris.

1. Chipiez ; the modular system in Greek archi-
tecture ; discusses the Vitruvian system in relation
to actual remains of temples and other monuments.
He finds that these bear out Vitruvius, both as
regards the general proportions and also the details
of the architectural members. The system of
Vitruvius includes (i.) a principal measure (module),
(ii.) corrective measures, modifying the typical pro-
portions according to the dimensions, (iii.) auxiliary
measures, which determine the symmetries of
the different members : nine plates, several cuts.
2. Deloche continues his studies of the Merovingian
signet rings and seals. 3. Le Blant ; notes on some
cabbalistic formulae in antiquity and the middle
ages : publishes a gem with Perseus ami an inscrip-
tion against gout.

We are glad to see that M. Salomon Keinach has
reconsidered his intention to discontinue his valuable
Chronique d" Orient, of which the xxivth instalment
is here given. M. Reinach has probably the widest
range of any living archaeologist; for many years he
has generously offered to scholars the treasures of his
note-books in a form which certainly owes much of
its value to the writer's lucid style and fearless
criticism. A completed volume of these Chroniques
from 1883 to 1890 with an admirable index has
recently been issued : in this first contribution (of 90
pages) to a new volume, the writer is as omniscient
and as amusing as ever.

Notes and news. Cagnat's lievue des public,
epig. C. S.

Arckaologisches Jahrbuch. 1891. Part 4. Berlin.
1. Winnefeld works out plans of the younger

Pliny's villas, the Laurentinum and the Tusei, from
the descriptions of them in the Epistles, ii. 17 and v.
6 : two plans. 2. Michaelis discusses an engraving
which was published in 1553 and represents a collec-
tion of ancient statues in the courtyard of the
Palazzo Capranica, formerly the palace of Cardinal
Andrea della Valle, the founder of this collection
and of three similar collections in other houses of
his : woodcut. The contents of these collections,
which were all dispersed in 1584, are carefully
catalogued by Michaelis by means of an inventory of
that date and various contemporary notices. 3.
Studuiezka argues that the remains of an equestrian
statue, that were found on the Acropolis among the
remains of the statues destroyed by the Persians in
480 U.C., belong to a monument erected after the
victory at Marathon ten years before ; and he connects
this statue with the equestrian figure of a young
Persian on the vase inscribed MtKTidSys /caAos, now
in the Ashmolean Museum at Oxford : three illustra-
tions. 4. Hartwig publishes two small kylikes
beariug the signature of Epictetos, one of them in the
Museo Torlonia at Rome, and the other in the
Archaeological Museum at Baltimore, U.S.A. The
paintings are confined to the interior ; and represent,
on the first, a youth balancing a krater on his knee,
and, on the second, a satyr drinking from an amphora :
plate and two woodcuts. 5. Studniczka discusses a
vase-painting of the school of Epictotos, representing
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Henuiis at an altar with a pig ; and points out that
the animal is really a dog dressed up in a pig's skin :
woodcut. 6. Diimmler argues, mainly on epigraphical
evidence, that the pinax with the painting of Hector
and Menelaos fighting over Euphorbos, and all similar
vases found in Rhodes, were imported from Argos,
and not made in the island, as hitherto supposed :
three woodcuts. 7. Winter describes a krater in Sir
F. Cook's collection with a painting of Ulysses and
Polyphemos and some satyrs: plate and woodcut.
He connects this painting with the ' Cyclops' of
Euripides.

Anzeiger. List of additions to the collections of
antiquities at Munich, Dresden, Karlsruhe, and
Vienna: thirty-two woodcuts. The antiquities
belonging to the late Emperor Maximilian have been
brought to Vienna from Miramare.

[Part 3 of the Jahrbuch was erroneously described
as part 2 on page 185 supra.]

C. T.

Bulletin de Correspondance Helle'tiiquc. July—
December, 1891. Athens and Paris.

1. Lechat publishes a bronze statuette of Aphrodite,
recently found in Epirus : two plates and four wood-
cuts. 3. Pantelidis describes his excavations among
the Thermae on the island of Nisyros. 5. Perrot
discusses the gold cups found at Vafio four years ago :
two plates showing the two cups in perspective, and
a double plate showing the friezes round them. He
argues strongly that they are of native Mycenaean
workmanship. 9. Heuzey discusses some statues at
Madrid, said to have been found in 1860 at Cerrode
los Pantos in the south-east of Spain : plate and three
woodcuts. He holds that they are genuine, and of
Graeco-Phoenician workmanship. The remaining
seven articles are devoted to Greek inscriptions from
various sites. Altogether, a hundred and twenty-six
inscriptions are published or criticised : but none of
them are of very great importance.

C. T.

LIST OF NEW BOOKS.

ENGLISH BOOKS.

Oiccroiiis dc OnUorc. Book 3. Introduction and
notes by Augustus S. Wilkius. 8vo. 160 pp.
Frowde. 6s.

Davidson (T.) Aristotle and ancient educational
ideas. 12mo. viii, 256 pp. N.Y., C. Scribner's
Sons. (Great educators' series). 1 dol.

Frost (P. H.) Handbook of Latin difficulties for
beginners. 12mo. 180 pp. Longman. 2s. 6d.

Gouin (F.) The art of teaching and studying lan-
guages, translated from the French by Howard
Swan and Victor Betis. Post 8vo. xxiii, 407 pp.
Philip & Son. 7s. 6rf.

Guide, to Latin conversation, by a father of the
Society of Jesus ; translated from the French of
the seventh edition by Stephen W. Wilby.
24mo. 513 pp. Baltimore, Md., J. Murphy "&
Co. 1 dol.

Harvard Studies in classical philology ; edited by a
committee of the classical instructors of Harvard
University. Vol. 3. 8vo. iii, 203 pp. Boston,
Ginn & Co. 1 dol. 50 c.

Homer's Iliad. Book vi, with introduction., notes,
and appendices by G. M. Edwards. 12mo. 86
pp. Cambridge Warehouse. 2s.

Horace. Odes and Epodes translated into English
verse, with introduction, notes, and Latin text,
by J. B. Hague. 8vo. xii, 188 pp. N.Y., G.
P. Putnam's Sous. 1 dol. 75 c.

Juvenal. Thirteen Satires, edited with introduction
and notes, by C. H. Pearson and Herbert A.

Strong. 2nd edition. Post 8vo. 470 pp.
Frowde. 9s.

Livy selections. Books v. and vi. Adapted and
edited with introduction, notes, appendix and
vocabulary, by W. Cecil Laming. Macmillan &
Co. Is. 6d.

Neohellenwa. An introduction to modern Greek in
the form of dialogues, containing specimens of the
language from the third century B.C. to the pre-
sent day, to which is added an appendix giving
examples of the Cypriot dialect by Prof. Michael
Constantinides, translated into English in colla-
boration with Major-Gen. H. T. Rogers. Post
8vo. xvi, 470 pp. Macmillan & Co. 6s. nett.

Lucian. Selections; translated by Emily James
Smith. 12mo. xiv, 287 pp. N.Y., Harper.
1 dol. 25 c.

Plato. Dialogues, translated into English with
analyses aud introductions by B. Jowett. 5 vols.
8vo. 3rd edition revised and corrected through-
out. Clarendon Press. £4 4s.

lliemann's Syntaxe Latine. Index to passages re-
ferred to in. Privately printed at St. Paul's
School. 2s. 6d.

Tacitus. Agricola. Edited with introduction etc.
by R. F. Davis. 12mo. Methuen. 2s. nett.

Xeuophon. Helleniea. Books- v.—vii. ; edited on
the basis of Biiehsensehiitz's edition by C. E.
Bennett. 8vo. iii, 234 pp. Boston, Ginn & Co.
(College series of Greek authors). 1 dol. 50 c.

FOREIGN BOOKS.

Ackcrmann (H.) Ueber die rauinlicheu Schrauken
der tribuniziseheu Gewalt. Programni. 4to. 28
pp. Rostcok.

Aiffxv^ov Spct/iaTa cco^o^uepa Kal ano\w\6Twy airo-
tnraapartx /ICTCC ^rjyrjTiKut' Kal KpiTinuv (n}fienjocno)V
TJj avvepycuria Evyeviov ZafiaaiSov iK5iS6/j.(va inb
IS. Wecklin. Tu/xos I irepi4\wv yevitciiv eiaaywyfiv,
nipaas Kal eirra eV! &^0as. 8vo. XX, 552 pp.
Plate and portraits. Athens, Beck. 11 Mk. 20.

Andresen (G.) De codicibus Mediceis Annalium
Taciti. Progt'iimm. 4to. 21 pp. Berlin.

Birl (T.) De Amorum in arte antiqua siinulacris et

de pueris niinutis apud antiquos in deliciis habitis
commentariolus Catullianus alter. Programm.
4to. 42 pp. Plates. Marburg.

liusse (A.) Die neuplatonisehen Ausleger der l.sa-
goge des Porphyrius. Programm. 4to. 23 pp.
Berlin.

Bute (J.) Der EiuHuss der ars poetica des Horaz
auf die deutsche Litteratur d. XVIII. Jahrh.
Programm. 4to. 37 pp. Hamburg.

Classen (Johannes.) Gediichtnisschrift der Gelehr-
tenschule des Johanneums. 8vo. 46 pp. Ham-
burg.


